
Subject Curriculum Intent 

Drama   
Simply, our KS3 curriculum is to fundamentally build collaborative thinking and community appreciation. In turn 

allowing students to become expressive and confident in their own thoughts and ideas; communicating their 

interpretation of life, relationships and circumstances. By building an awareness of skills, theatre history and 

influences students can use creative methods to display craft, professionalism and hopefully provoking responses 

to evoke questions and artistic curiosity.   

 
 

Year 7  By the end of Year 7 students should: 

Knowledge ➢ Build an awareness of ‘artistic professionalism’ and stage craft  
➢ Show an appreciation of staging forms and theatrical roles  
➢ Recognise and apply different performance techniques  
➢ Describe and explain the effect of dramatic choices  

Skills ➢ Sustain focus in performance work  
➢ Experiment with voice, movement and space to convey roles and character  
➢ Work collaboratively within a team, offering ideas and suggestions  
➢ Communicate creative thoughts and judgements using key terms, both verbally and in writing  

 

Year 8  By the end of Year 8 students should: 

Knowledge ➢ Begin to develop an awareness of theatre time lines and historical contexts; considering the 
impact and influence of practitioners and styles  

➢ Start to select styles and themes to build creative shape and interest within performance work 
➢ Broaden exposure to scripts and stimuli to evoke imaginative responses  
➢ Be able to explain creative decisions and the purpose of these choices for an audience  

Skills ➢ Apply both naturalistic and abstract elements within performance work  
➢ Deliver competency and confidence when applying key acting skills- voice, movement and 

space  
➢ Establish key roles within group rehearsals and embody elements of direction or leadership 

within the creative process 
➢ Justify creative intentions and aims  

 

 

Year 9  By the end of Year 9 students should: 



Knowledge ➢  Understand the process behind devised and scripted dramas and the similarities and 
differences between them  

➢ Build an appreciation to add implication and meaning with a drama (begin semiotics 

exploration)   
➢ Consider how to use creative interpretation to build subtext  
➢ Analyse and explain the purpose of connotations/denotations of creative choices 

Skills ➢  Fluently manage and select appropriate strategies for the style of rehearsals and performance 
➢ Present accomplished communication through acting skills and relationships  
➢ Embody a strong sense of ownership and cohesion when working as an ensemble  
➢ Comprehensively evaluate and analyse outcomes of performance using appropriate PEE 

responses, whilst showing a secure and vivid use of descriptive language to support points 

explored 

 


